Because experiment/model comparisons in magnetic confinement fusion have not yet satisfied the requirements for validation as understood broadly, a set of approaches to validating mathematical models and numerical algorithms are recommended as good practices. Previously identified procedures, such as verification, qualification, and analysis of error and uncertainty, remain important. However, particular challenges intrinsic to fusion plasmas and physical measurement therein lead to identification of new or less familiar concepts that are also critical in validation. These include the primacy hierarchy, which tracks the integration of measurable quantities, and sensitivity analysis, which assesses how model output is apportioned to different sources of variation. The use of validation metrics for individual measurements is extended to multiple measurements, with provisions for the primacy hierarchy and sensitivity. This composite validation metric is essential for quantitatively evaluating comparisons with experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Predictive capability has emerged as a key goal in magnetic confinement fusion research, not just for its special value in designing and operating ever costlier and more complex devices such as ITER [1] and DEMO [2] , but, more generally, because its attainment would signify the quantitative maturity in understanding and modeling that is required for success in fusion. Genuine predictive capability will require computational models that have been shown to be valid under widely accepted standards. This paper identifies and explores issues that must be confronted in demonstrating the validity of computational models in fusion. It provides a starting point on the path toward a community consensus on what validity means by proposing guidelines and good practices in validation of computational models.
Verification and Validation (V&V) have been formulated in related scientific communities, such as fluid dynamics, to codify a certification procedure necessary for predictive capability [3] . Verification is the process by which it is determined that a numerical algorithm correctly solves a mathematical model within a set of specified, predetermined tolerances. Validation is the process by which it is determined that the mathematical model faithfully represents stipulated physical processes, again within prescribed limits. To a limited extent there is an emerging culture of verification in the US fusion program [4] - [5] . These and other good faith verification efforts need to be pursued more widely, and extended to methodologies formulated for verification by experts in computer sciences and elsewhere, with careful and accessible documentation becoming the norm.
However, as far as we are aware, nothing yet undertaken in the fusion community satisfies the requirements of validation as it is understood in other communities. What is lacking generally are quantitative assessments of discrepancies between model and experiment and their mapping into a set of tolerances applied to prediction, and the community consensus on standards and procedures that would lead to acceptance of a process as constituting validation. Because prescriptions and templates for verification have been formulated in considerable detail, whereas validation is less well prescribed, this paper will focus on validation.
It may not be tenable for the fusion community to pursue V&V exactly as envisioned in other communities. While efforts in allied fields serve as critical guideposts, certain realities in fusion research have to be confronted and accommodated. These include budget and manpower constraints that do not allow the same magnitude of effort. They include special complexities of modeling that extend beyond the usual problems in turbulence of nonlinearity, multiple scales, and geometry.
For example, the dynamics of fusion plasmas is not described by a single model, but requires complex integration of a series of distinct, physically realizable models with vastly different scales, representations of plasma physics, and computational requirements. Another challenge includes the routine occurrence of multiple equilibrium states, bifurcation dynamics, and extreme sensitivity from features like strong transport near critical gradients. The fusion plasma environment also poses severe problems for measurement in terms of limited diagnostic capability (many crucial quantities cannot be measured), limited diagnostic access, and the necessity of applying significant a priori modeling to interpret the measurements. Finally, predictive fusion codes will have their own set of uses to which fusion V&V will have to be adapted.
II. FUSION MODELING ISSUES
It is not clear how successful fusion modeling will be in overcoming all of the challenges listed in the preceding paragraph. On the time scales required to design and produce new machines the otherwise) can be apportioned, qualitatively or quantitatively, to different sources of variation.
Primacy Hierarchy -Ranking of a measurable quantity in terms of the extent to which other effects integrate to set the value of the quantity. Assesses ability of measurement to discriminate between different non-validated models.
Validation Metric -A formula for objectively quantifying a comparison between a simulation result and experimental data. The metric may take into account errors and uncertainties in both sets of data as well as other factors such as the primacy of the quantities being compared.
We now describe how these concepts are utilized in approaches to validation.
B. Qualification
Qualification is essential in validation. It should not be overlooked even though a model might be well established. For example, the success of MHD in equilibrium modeling supports a widely held perception that the model is predictive. However, this only applies to equilibrium modeling.
If there are bifurcations, and MHD is used to model the transients, the model must undergo qualification for that application, a process that is far from trivial. Similarly, examples of model validation for energetic particle physics can be found for cases with trace levels of alpha particles or lower energy beam particles. To validate such models at higher alpha particle fractions or beam power levels requires a qualification process that takes note of such limitations, determines whether they are intrinsic to the regime of validity of the model, and traces how model fidelity responds quantitatively to the desired parameter changes. This includes identifying the extent to which behavior and regimes are linear or nonlinear, and how the validated regimes relate to the regimes that may arise in future experiments. Therefore, while qualification is characterized as a theoretical exercise, it must be carried out in the context of the experimental plasma conditions under which the model will be applied. Qualification must lead to a quantitative rating of the applicability of a model given its theoretical constraints and the parameters of the experiment to which it will be applied. This may be straightforward if all experimental parameters lie comfortably within the domain of applicability. However, if parameters lie close to the edge of applicability, nonlinearity in combining the quantitative contributions of neglected effects makes this a nontrivial exercise.
Assessing these matters quantitatively is part of setting up a validation metric, as described below.
C. Uncertainty and Deficiencies
An assessment of uncertainty in experiment is often denoted with error bars. Error bars frequently reflect only statistical uncertainty. Nonetheless it is important to document and describe how error bars are obtained. Ratings of statistical error rely on statistical assumptions whose validity in turn must be established. For example, sampling restrictions associated with diagnostic limitations may favor Gaussian statistics. On the other hand, uncertainties due to dynamical chaos can be non Gaussian. Such issues may affect comparisons. Systematic error is incorporated less often into error bars, yet it can lead to significant discrepancies with models. Sources of systematic error include modeling errors and uncertainties in equilibrium solvers, lack of precision in equilibrium-solver inputs, limitations in diagnostic sensitivity and resolution, deconvolution of line-integrated measurements, modeling inherent in diagnostic signal interpretation (e.g., inferring density from ion saturation current in Langmuir probes), and additional processing of diagnostic signals in analysis. Systematic error is obviously more difficult to rate numerically than statistical uncertainty, however it must be undertaken and folded into a validation metric.
Uncertainty and deficiencies in the modeling process arise from a variety of sources. These include imperfect mappings of magnetic topology to laboratory coordinates and restrictions on equilibrium specification and its modeling. There are generally limitations arising from physical processes excluded, such as kinetic effects, fluctuation fields, inhomogeneities, and boundary physics.
Uncertainties arise from artificial constraints, including fixed profiles, flux tubes, and missing or imprecise experimental data for input parameters. Some uncertainty is intrinsic to the algorithm that implements the conceptual model. These include limitations on resolution, both temporal and spatial, integration time, and artificial numerical dissipation. Once uncertainties in modeling are assessed, they should be tabulated and displayed as expected deviations from computed values at specified confidence levels. Section III.F gives examples.
It may be possible to circumvent certain limitations and uncertainties in measurement by use of synthetic diagnostics. Direct comparison of the experimental measurements with processed simulation output may be a useful approach particularly when inversion of experimental measurements to produce local quantities of interest is not possible or accurate. This situation can arise when there is limited spatial coverage or averaging or because the inversion process is mathematically ill-conditioned. Synthetic diagnostics incorporate the experimental spatial and temporal transfer functions, mimic diagnostic uncertainties arising from sensitivity and resolution limitations, and replicate plasma modeling inherent in diagnostic signal interpretation [7] . However, synthetic diagnostics are themselves models, and need validation. Validation of synthetic diagnostics is not a trivial issue and must not be overlooked, whether aspects are done independently (e.g., for calibration), or whether validation is done integrally for both the measuring diagnostics and the model whose results are being measured. Moreover, because synthetic diagnostics integrate and process their input data, they may increase the tendency for fortuitous agreement or make it difficult to differentiate between models. However, they can be valuable in quantifying experimental uncertainties for inclusion in validation metrics.
D. Primacy Hierarchy
Not all experimentally measured quantities provide equally meaningful comparisons with models. This is inherent in the issues presented in Sec. II and the errors and uncertainties described above. One way of rating measured quantities for comparisons is the primacy hierarchy.
The primacy hierarchy tracks how measured quantities integrate or combine to produce other measured quantities. A quantity is assigned to a lower primacy level if its measurement integrates fewer quantities. Note that, as described, the primacy hierarchy is a property of the way a quantity is measured, not the quantity itself. We give an example of a primacy hierarchy for transport measurements in which the primary quantities contributing to the particle flux are Fourier amplitudes of density and potential fluctuations, and wavenumber. The wavenumber and potential fluctuation combine to produce a secondary quantity, the E×B flow. The flow and density combine to produce a tertiary quantity, the particle flux. A fourth level is the diffusivity, which combines the flux and a lower level quantity, the profile. The diffusivity is frequently the basis for comparisons. It not only integrates three lower levels and any uncertainties or deficiencies present in the measurements, but it requires the application of an approximate transport model. Consequently, comparisons of diffusivities are not especially useful for validation. An example of the particle transport hierarchy is given in Fig. 1 . A second example, given in Fig. 2 , is drawn from wavenumber spectrum measurements. It assigns primacy levels to fluctuations, spectrum, and correlation length.
The closeness of agreement between an experiment and a model is generally a function of primacy level. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 , which shows comparisons of a gyrokinetic model and experiment for level-1 density fluctuations (Fig. 3a) and the level-3 flux (Fig. 3b) [8] . The code and experiment appear to be in better agreement for the higher level quantity, presumably because deficiencies and uncertainties partially cancel in the integration from level 1 to level 3. This particular trend with primacy level is common but not universal. In certain measurements the integration could amplify the disagreement as primacy level increases. Given such variations, it is not desirable to base validation comparisons on a single primacy level. Indeed, the issues of integration and sensitivity (which is described in the next section), make it important to use multiple measures both within a primacy level and across primacy levels.
For example, a comparison at a single primacy level that tends to optimize agreement between models and experiment may not be able to differentiate between models with substantially different physics (and substantially larger discrepancies at other levels). This is evident in comparisons of wavenumber spectra made over the years. Fairly simple drift wave theory produced good agreement with ATC [9] fluctuation data in 1976 [10] . A decade later a more sophisticated analytic theory achieved similarly good agreement with PRETEXT [11] data [12] . In 2006 a gyrokinetic code, far more advanced than either analytic theory, again achieved good agreement with Alcator C-Mod [13] data [14] . The sense that wavenumber spectra do not provide stringent model validation is bolstered by other comparisons made in the PRETEXT case. These showed that the collisional drift wave model of Ref. [12] could not satisfactorily model other aspects of the fluctuation physics. Thus, meaningful validation will require quantitative knowledge of trends across the primacy hierarchy, as garnered from comparisons at multiple levels. As part of a validation metric ratings should be assigned to comparisons at different levels in the hierarchy, as described below in Sec. III.F.3. An example of the former is the ratio of two diffusivities such as an ion heat diffusivity to an electron heat diffusivity. Examples of the latter include quantities like the wavenumber of the spectrum peak and the radial correlation length. Finding such quantities is not likely, in itself, to provide a solution to the sensitivity problem, although it may enable falsification of the hypothesis that a model is valid even when strong sensitivities are involved. For example the ratio of electron and ion heat heat fluxes is often insensitive to variations in the temperature gradient scale length L T i . If a model robustly fails to predict Q e /Q i it can be assumed that the model is not valid for individual heat fluxes, even when there is insufficient precision to determine whether individual heat fluxes are incorrect. However, the converse does not hold, i.e., success in predicting Q e /Q i does not provide validation for the modeling of individual heat fluxes. This difficulty impacts the capacity to differentiate between different models. Measurables that have some dependence on a sensitive parameter, but reduce the sensitivity, are likely to also reduce the capacity to differentiate between different models. Radial correlations apparently have this property, as illustrated by comparisons with experiment and two significantly different models, both of which do quite well in the comparison [15] . Sensitivity and primacy hierarchy can be coupled. Measurables that reduce sensitivity may be at a higher primacy level. This is true of the ratio of heat diffusivities.
E. Sensitivity Analysis
It combines numerator and denominator, raising the primacy level and, in a fairly obvious way, allowing cancelation of sensitivities, deficiencies, and uncertainties to produce closer agreement. It also introduces the approximate model assumption of diffusive transport.
The above difficulties make it necessary to thoroughly understand and quantify the sensitivities of the model. This is accomplished with sensitivity analysis, which is performed numerically but is informed in key ways with theory input. Theory creates the conceptual framework for describing the physics being modeled, identifying features of the dynamical landscape and the workings of the underlying processes. Theory provides qualitative and quantitative descriptions in terms of basic scalings, identification of crucial parameters, characterization of sensitivities, and the morphology of dynamical behavior. An example is the effect of E×B shear, which was posited theoretically, verified experimentally, and then shown to be important for inclusion in models for reducing discrepancies with experiment (but not removing them altogether). Using theory for guidance, numerical approaches map out, characterize, and quantify all of the sensitivities of the model. This analysis determines if there are low-sensitivity measurables that are capable of differentiating between different models. It tests whether there are functions of measurables that reduce sensitivity without reducing deficiencies and uncertainties. Thorough sensitivity analysis may conclude that reduction of discrepancies in compared measurables may require reduction of uncertainties in source parameters.
F. Validation Metric
Once a model is encoded, it is a numerical exercise to compute measurable quantities and graphically compare them to experimental observations. A straightforward assessment of the comparison inevitably results in qualitative judgments such as "pretty good agreement" or "significant differences", etc. This kind of evaluation has typified comparisons of fusion models and experiments to date. While this qualitative approach is suitable for testing models during the early stages of model development or demonstrating general trends, validating a model for predictive applications calls for a more quantitative, objective approach. The evaluation must yield a numerical rating of the extent to which the model is validated within a context that assigns a widely understood meaning to that rating. This is accomplished with a validation metric. For example, in the context of prediction, a validation metric might yield a declaration of the maximum differences expected or possible between a prediction and reality in a given measurable quantity for some specified confidence level. To make this statement, one must anticipate the variations expected in the simulation due to changes in the model input parameters that are possible within the uncertainties and deficiencies, both of model and experiment. To provide meaning to the variations characteristic of a given measurable, it is necessary to know how measures perform across the primacy hierarchy and sensitivity landscape. An example of a comparison interpreted in this fashion is given in Fig. 4 .
The validation metric could incorporate quantitative information about 1) approximations and validity regimes identified in the qualification process; 2) uncertainties and deficiencies in experiment, including statistical and systematic error; 3) uncertainties and deficiencies in modeling; 4) location of measured quantities within the primacy hierarchy; and 5) model sensitivity. Generally speaking, 1) -3) represent the tolerances intrinsic to a comparison, whereas 4) -5) track the significance and meaning of comparison results. There is no standardized or algorithmic procedure for quantifying these individual assessments. Nor is there any general prescription for combining them into the validation metric. These operations will have to be defined through a collective development process subject to the usual trial and error of scientific endeavor.
Simple Metrics
General recommendations and approaches can be made, including those that leverage off practices established in other fields. For example, the relatively simple validation metric described by [16] 
allows mean values and confidence intervals of the observable quantity Σ(x) to be computed directly from the data. This approach is preferable to the conventional "errorbar" approach since the latter is inevitably based on arguments and models that themselves must be tested before they can be considered reliable.
The actual validation metric in this example is the absolute value of the difference between the experimental and simulation data, averaged over the distribution of the latter (see Appendix).
The effectiveness of the model, and of the validation exercise itself, is then assessed by comparing this difference with the experimental confidence interval, as in Fig. 5 . For example, the simulation error exceeds the 90% confidence interval at the largest x values, where the confidence intervals are relatively small, suggesting that future model improvements would be most profitably focused on this regime. In contrast, the confidence intervals are relatively large for small to medium values of x, preventing the trend predicted by the simulation in Fig. 4 from being tested. The conclusion of the exercise would then be that more experiments and/or more precise measurements are needed in this regime. Once a model has demonstrated its effectiveness over a range of x, the next level of comparison is to compute a global metric by averaging the relative deviations and confidence intervals over x. This process and the result are described in Appendix B.
Comparisons Involving Simple Metrics
Validating models is often aided by comparing codes with different approximation schemes. A simple example of a Taylor diagram for fusion comparisons is given in Fig. 6 . This figure shows a tabulation of the variation of correlation length with minor radius for a set of discharges, labeled "Ref", and four models -a neoclassical ion temperature gradient (ITG) model, two slab ITG models, and a toroidal ITG model. The information has been extracted from Fig. 3 of Ref. [18] .
Because the Taylor diagram of Fig. 6 is a variation of the diagram as described in Ref. [17] we provide the details of the differences. In Fig. 6 standard deviations are normalized to their respective means in the radial axis of the plot. If r n are the discrete values of the reference, e.g., values of a measure at different radial positions, and f n are the corresponding values generated by a computed model, the correlation coefficient R is defined as
Heref andr are the mean values and σ f and σ r are the standard deviations of f and r. The radial distance from each point to the origin isσ f = σ f /f (σ r = σ r /r in the case of the reference). The angle, measured from the horizontal axis is cos −1 R. The distance between the reference point and each model point is the RMS deviation,
A scale for the RMS deviation is often placed on the Taylor diagram as concentric arcs centered on the reference point. These are the broken arcs in Fig. 6 . The relationship among the correlation coefficient, the RMS deviation between reference and model, and the standard deviation is simply the law of cosines,Ê ′2 =σ 2 f +σ 2 r − 2σ fσr R.
This figure reduces the fidelity of models to single points and allows a rapid assessment to guide refinements in modeling. At a glance it is evident from Fig. 6 that the toroidal ITG comes closest to the normalized standard deviation and has the lowest RMS difference. One of the slab ITG models has the poorest performance in these areas. All of the models have a high value of the correlation coefficient. This indicates that correctly capturing the decrease of radial correlation with minor radius is not particularly challenging for models, and therefore is not a particularly stringent quantitative test.
Composite Metrics
As discussed earlier, construction of multiple validation metrics at various levels on the primacy hierarchy is very important to give confidence in the overall validation. Therefore, after constructing individual validation metrics, a quantitative assessment of the effect of primacy hierarchy and sensitivity, and their factorization into a composite validation metric, is the next important step. There is an additional rationale for introducing the primacy hierarchy and sensitivity into a metric. While it is straightforward to combine multiple but independent measures of the same quantity, it is less obvious how to combine measures of different quantities. Primacy level and sensitivity, as weights in a combination of measures, provide a method.
The primacy hierarchy and sensitivity have not been widely addressed; hence there is little guidance available for using them in metrics. Ratings for these aspects of a comparison can be incorporated into a confidence level or skill score [15] . As an example of this type of rating we consider a composite validation metric. The construct we offer is admittedly non-unique and other composite metrics can be constructed that are equally valid and might be better suited to some applications. Our composite metric is therefore meant to illustrate one possible form, incorporating the minimum elements as a starting point. The idea is to build an objective, reproducible validation metric that is a composite of individual metrics used to validate a model. At the same time, the composite metric should be constructed to minimize the possibility of manipulating the metric to some advantage, either by chance or design. The composite metric will be constructed from an additive combination of individual metrics weighted by their position in the primacy hierarchy and their sensitivity to parameters. This will allow an overall assessment of goodness of validation consistent with the notion that multiple measures across the primacy hierarchy yield a higher grade of validation.
The composite metric is the sum of weighted metrics from individual measures. The sum allows higher scores for validation exercises combining larger numbers of comparisons with experiment (or other models). The sum is expressed as
where B i is a normalized rating of the goodness of an individual measure, P i is a normalized value on the primacy hierarchy, S i is a normalized sensitivity, and W i is a repetition weight. The rating B i is Experience will show how large M s might become, but we anticipate on the basis of the types of comparisons that have been done, that a score of 1 or lower would be considered poor, scores in the range of 1 to 5 would be considered reasonable, and scores above 10 would be considered good.
Because it is possible that inclusion of a sufficiently large number of poorly agreeing measures could result in a good score, a second metric
is needed to exclude that possibility. Since this is the average of the validation metrics, multiple poor scores give a poor average. Therefore it can be interpreted that a score below 0.3 is considered poor, a score in the range 0.3 to 0.7 is considered reasonable, and a score above 0.7 is considered good.
Like the first metric, this metric is also susceptible to the possibility of yielding an artificially good score. For the second metric, selecting only a single measure of outstanding quality could produce a good score. However this selection would not produce a good score in the first metric. Consequently both metrics must be considered jointly. The two metrics can be combined as components of a final metric vector V = (M s , M n ), with a high score on both needed for confidence in the validation.
This sample composite metric does not include any inputs directly assessing qualification, but could easily be modified to do so, following the pattern used for primacy hierarchy and sensitivity. For example, a new factor could be inserted that lowers the metric as model parameters move away from a region of validity. Because composite metrics like the one described above have not been tested in actual comparisons of models and experiments, we expect that composite metrics will have to be developed, modified and refined through a process of trial and error.
IV. BUILDING A CULTURE OF VALIDATION
In the past, questions of code fidelity have been narrowly viewed as the exclusive province and responsibility of modelers. The temptation to apply this attitude to validation wholly misunderstands what validation means and represents. Validation can only be carried out through a close interaction between experiment, theory and modeling, with all sides actively participating in a coordinated fashion. Moreover, modeling will play such an important role in designing and executing fusion discharges that a validated predictive model could be said to be the end product of the expertise and understanding of the US fusion sciences effort over the next decade or so.
Achieving this product will require building a culture of validation.
The close coordination between experiment, theory and modeling will mean that validation campaigns are conceived, designed and executed as joint exercises between experimental observation and model solution. It is understood that codes subjected to this validation activity will have been first rigorously verified. The joint nature of the exercise will ensure that units, conventions, and definitions used in modeling and experiment are equivalent. The experiments will be conceived and designed as a hierarchy progressing from simplest physics and geometry to more complicated cases. Experiments executed for validation will not likely showcase fusion performance for the device. Nonetheless they must be incorporated in long term planning. Their importance must be recognized and promoted from the highest levels of management, and runtime must be allocated accordingly. The design of experiments must account for the outcomes of code qualification, the assessment of uncertainties and deficiencies, the primacy hierarchy, the sensitivity landscape, and the way the validation metric will be applied. These procedures not only evaluate the realities of accuracy, resolution, regimes, parameter ranges, quantities measured and in what way, but they will dictate choices made when options are available. It will be important to operate the codes [20] and fractional derivatives [21] , are also valuable.
V. CONCLUSION: BEST PRACTICES IN MODEL ASSESSMENT
Validation is designed to confront the challenges and potential limitations intrinsic to numerical modeling of highly complex, nonlinear physical systems. In magnetically confined fusion plasmas there are severe constraints and difficulties associated with limitations in measurement capability, strong sensitivities in physical behavior, and extreme demands on modeling that have lead to an array of physically distinct, non overlapping models. To handle these challenges validation approaches have been described herein. Some of these form part of the standard canon of validation. Others have been introduced, emphasized, or modified here, including the primacy hierarchy, sensitivity analysis, and the composite validation metric. In the practice of fusion modeling, validation is presently an ideal, not a reality. Indeed, the necessary coordination between experiment, modeling and theory; the desirability of designing and conceiving experiments expressly for validation; and the need for objective assessment, make validation an activity of the whole of the fusion research enterprise, not merely the part devoted to modeling. It is not likely that significant new funding will permit a separate validation industry running in parallel with existing experimental and modeling efforts. However, because the types of challenges in fusion validation are strongly rooted in physics, validation can become an intrinsic part of how magnetic fusion research is carried out, as suggested in the prior section.
The shift to a culture of validation will not occur instantaneously. Stimulus for making such changes will gain momentum as validation efforts become more widespread. To that end we recommend that the following four steps be implemented and publicly documented.
Step 1: Qualification -Describe the assumptions going into a model and its region of applicability.
The more explicitly the region is defined (even including conditions outside the region) the better.
Step 2: Verification -Describe steps taken to ensure proper solution of the numerical model. At the minimum this should include convergence tests in time, space and particle number.
Step 3: Validation Part I -Construct and describe a primacy hierarchy and validation metrics for the model and its validation with experiment. Do sensitivity analysis. Calculate the validation metrics, explaining, if possible, the physics behind disagreements and agreements.
Step 4: Validation Part II -Construct a composite metric and quantify its "goodness". Show that the problem range is in the qualified region (or, if not, explain why this is reasonable).
Following these steps will foster confidence in validation efforts. It will ensure proper use of models, and through public documentation, will reduce the possibility that a model is used outside its range of applicability. As these activities become more widespread a better picture will emerge of matters like the sensitivity landscape and the primacy hierarchy, and how they affect validation.
This, in turn, will drive refinements in the use and implementation of validation metrics, and their interpretation in prediction.
mathematical model is established and the errors in its solution are quantified; an exercise in mathematics and computer science.
Validation: The process of determining the degree to which a model is an accurate representation of the real world from the perspective of the intended uses of the model; an exercise in physics.
Benchmark: A comparison of two codes; does not, by itself, verify or validate the codes.
Calibration: The process of adjusting numerical or physical modeling parameters in the computational model for the purpose of improving agreement with experimental data.
Measure: Any measurable quantity in experiment for which the comparable quantity in a model is computed and compared.
Modeling: The process of construction or modification of a model simulation: The exercise or use of a model.
Prediction: Use of a code, outside of its previously validated domain, to foretell the state of a physical system.
Primacy hierarchy: Ranking of a measurable quantity in terms of the extent to which other effects integrate to set the value of the quantity. Assesses ability of measurement to discriminate between different non-validated models.
Regression testing: Repeating a set of previously run simulation test cases to ensure that intervening code modifications have not introduced errors into the code.
Sensitivity analysis: The study of how the variation in the output of a model (numerical or otherwise) can be apportioned, qualitatively or quantitatively, to different sources of variation.
Validation metric: A formula for objectively quantifying a comparison between a simulation result and experimental data. The metric may take into account errors and uncertainties in both sets of data as well as other factors such as the primacy of the quantities being compared. It may be designed either to test a hypothesis ("which of two models better matches the data?") or to determine the accuracy of the model for the application at hand ("the differences between the code and experiment lie within the 90% confidence interval").
APPENDIX B: SIMPLE VALIDATION METRIC DETAILS
As described in the main text, the simulation-experiment comparison shown in Fig. 4 consists of experimental data over a range of x with two or more experiments performed at each x. The mean experimental result is plotted along with the 90% confidence interval computed from these results using the expressions in [16] .
Simulations have been carried out over this same range of x. The availability of multiple experiments at a given x allows a more precise characterization of experimental inputs to the simulation. If a single simulation is to be done, the mean of these inputs can be used. If a separate simulation can be carried out for each experimental point, the mean of the simulation results can be used in the comparison. In the latter case, a distribution of simulation results about the mean is also obtained. In some cases, one might wish to assign a width to the distribution of the simulation results associated with unknown parameters or due to statistical uncertainties. To simplify further discussion, we will assume that in all of these cases, we can determine a mean simulation value Σ m and a variance σ 2 m . These are plotted in Fig. 4 . Determining the magnitude of this variance σ 2 m does not necessarily require many (potentially) expensive simulation runs. Effective techniques for estimating this uncertainty, e.g., "response surface methodologies" [22] , have been developed for precisely this purpose.
The interpretation of the confidence interval is that the true experimental mean is in the interval [16] Σ e − ∆Σ CI →Σ e + ∆Σ CI .
In this way, the true error in the simulation result, in the limit of σ m ≪ Σ m , is inferred to be in the interval (Σ m −Σ e ) − ∆Σ CI → (Σ m −Σ e ) + ∆Σ CI .
To interpret the resulting data shown in Fig. 4 in a quantitative way, we examine the average of the absolute value of the difference between the experimental mean and the simulation results over the distribution of the latter. One obtains an expectation value of the mean error as approximately E(∆Σ e ) ≃ max |Σ m −Σ e |, 2/πσ m .
This is plotted in Fig. 5 along with the (positive) confidence interval. This is then the local validation metric.
The effectiveness of the model, and of the validation exercise itself, can be directly assessed when the data are presented in this manner. For example, the simulation error exceeds the 90% confidence interval at the largest x values, where the confidence intervals are relatively small, suggesting that future model improvements would be most profitably focused on this regime. In contrast, the confidence intervals are relatively large for small to medium values of x, preventing the trend predicted by the simulation in Fig. 4 from being tested. The upshot of this exercise would then be that more experiments and / or more precise measurements are needed in this regime.
A global metric can be computed by normalizing the mean error by the experimental mean and then averaging over x [16] , To interpret this, we need a corresponding averaged confidence interval [16] ,
The result of this computation is a statement along the lines of "the average relative error is 23% ± 15% with 90% confidence". Initial validation attempts may frequently yield large values for both the average relative error and confidence intervals. In this case, the global metric is of less benefit than the local metric. Namely, one would use the latter as an indication of where to best focus future efforts.
In the case where both the average relative error and confidence intervals are small, one then needs to consider whether this level of accuracy is adequate for the intended applications of the model. 
